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Docket A: Domestic Bill 4613
A Bill to Enact a Policy of Expediency for the Approval of Certain Therapy

Be it enacted,

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
1. SECTION 1. The United States Food and Drug administration should enact a policy of
2. annual expediency for medical therapies deemed necessary to remedy a substantial
3. public health crisis(es). Determined by an independent board cycled through yearly;
4. selected at an annual meeting of the governors.
5.
6. SECTION 2. Public health crisis should be defined as a nationally widespread health
7. emergency. Annual should be defined as yearly, and meeting should be defined as an
8. official dedicated convening to the purpose of determining the independent review board.
9.
10. SECTION 3. The Food and Drug Administration’s Independent Board will enforce this
11. policy, with a meeting of State and Commonwealth Governors determining the oversight
12. within the Food and Drug Administration.
13.
14. Each Commonwealth Governor, along with the Mayor of the District of Columbia will
15. nominate one member for each board, subject to panel questioning, with vote by verbal
16. acclamation of the entire meeting. A governor acting as chairperson will determine the
17. winner of the vote, and will be cycled through yearly by clause of recency.
18. If the vote fails, the membership position will remain vacant until the next meeting.
19.
20. SECTION 4. This policy will take effect January 1st, 2021 AD, with the first meeting of
21. the Governor's occurring in December of the calendar year.
22.
23. SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Jackson Kinsella
Fluvanna County High School
on 3/3/2020 15:57:37
Docket A: International Bill 5011
A BILL TO EXTEND AND EXPAND THE UNITED STATES MILITARY TRAINING WITH MORE FOREIGN NATIONS

Be it enacted,

Line 01: Article I. The United States Federal government will increase spending Line 02: on State Partnership Program (SPP), Project GO, Stem Leadership Line 03: Program, etc.

Line 04: Article II. The establishment of this agreement will promote Line 05: innovation in science/technology and protect those who are in need.

Line 06: Article III. This bill will be enforced by the United States Department Line 07: of Defense.

Line 08: Article IV. The provisions of this bill shall take effect immediately Line 09: upon passage.

Line 10: Article V. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared Line 11: null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Johnson Li
Bruton High School
on 3/4/2020 16:12:57
Docket A: Economic Bill 5012
A Bill to Consolidate Select Industries on a National Level

Be it enacted,

Line 01: Section 1. The pharmaceutical and agricultural industries shall both
Line 02: be consolidated into single corporations, respectively under the FDA
Line 03: and the Department of Agriculture.

Line 04: Section 2. "Pharmaceutical industry" here means the production and
Line 05: selling of medication, not the research nor the prescription of
Line 06: medications to individuals. "Agricultural industry" here means the
Line 07: ranching and farming industries, not the transportation nor
Line 08: processing associated with these industries.

Line 09: Section 3. This bill shall be overseen by the Department of Commerce

Line 10: Section 4. The provisions of this bill shall take effect nine months
Line 11: after its passage.

Line 12: Section 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared
Line 13: null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Scott Marcuson
Bruton High School
on 3/4/2020 16:34:21
Docket A: Economic Resolution 5013
A RESOLUTION TO LOOSEN CONSUMER SAFETY REGULATIONS

Be it resolved,

Line 01: WHEREAS, current safety regulations inhibit the market; and

Line 02: WHEREAS, companies who might have great products are being
Line 03: stifled; and

Line 04: WHEREAS, products of inferior quality are allowed into our stores,
Line 05: but a product that is of sufficient quality could be denied; and

Line 06: WHEREAS, loosening regulations would greatly benefit the economy,
Line 07: further economic progress, and make us a whole lotta money;

Line 08: THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Student Congress here
Line 09: assembled that consumer safety regulations be loosened.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Charles Little
Bruton High School
on 3/4/2020 16:46:03
Docket A: International Resolution 5014
A RESOLUTION TO KEEP THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FROM INTERFERING IN BOLIVIAN PROTESTS

Be it resolved,

Line 01: WHEREAS Bolivian citizens are continuously protesting against
Line 02: Bolivia’s ex-president Evo Morales; and

Line 03: WHEREAS Bolivians also want to uphold the democratic institutions
Line 04: he remade; and

Line 05: WHEREAS the problem is very confusing to be involved in; and

Line 06: WHEREAS more than 33 people have died in the protests;

Line 07: THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Student Congress here
Line 08: assembled demand that the United States refrain from interfering
Line 09: in the Bolivian protests.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Angel Burton
Bruton High School
on 3/4/2020 16:52:36
Docket A: International Resolution 3011
A Resolution to Formally Condemn Bolivian President Evo Morales

Be it resolved,

Line 01: WHEREAS, Current Bolivian President Evo Morales lied and
Line 02: manipulated his constituents in order to assure his victory
Line 03: in a recent election; and

Line 04: WHEREAS, President Morales has been highly critical of the
Line 05: United States and U.S. policies in the past; and

Line 06: WHEREAS, President Morales has the support of U.S. enemies
Line 07: such as Russia, Venezuela, Cuba, Syria, and Iran; and

Line 08: WHEREAS, President Morales is currently in exile due to
Line 09: political strife in Bolivia; and

Line 10: WHEREAS, The United States has always taken a strong stance
Line 11: against political corruption and fraudulent elections; and

Line 12: WHEREAS, The United States should take no power against
Line 13: Bolivia, militaristically; now therefore, be it,

Line 14: RESOLVED, That the Student Congress here assembled should
Line 01: formally condemn Bolivian President Evo Morales.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Ash Lussier
Tabb High School
on 3/6/2020 11:39:33
Docket A: International Resolution 3012
A Resolution Make Angola Great Again

Be it resolved,

LINE 01: WHEREAS, Angola is a rapidly growing country that has
LINE 02: vast potential; and

LINE 03: WHEREAS, America has hundreds of years of experience
LINE 04: in the business of warfare; and

LINE 05: WHEREAS, We could benefit greatly from Angolan mineral
LINE 06: wealth in exchange for teaching them how to expand their
LINE 07: country successfully; and

LINE 08: WHEREAS, We already have some training going on in Angola
LINE 09: and many other countries; now, therefore, be it

LINE 10: RESOLVED, That the Student Congress here assembled call for
LINE 11: the expansion of our Foreign Military Training to expand
LINE 12: American wealth and influence with foreign blood.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Alexander Salisbury
Tabb High School
on 3/6/2020 11:45:17
Docket A: Economic Resolution 3013
A Resolution to Decrease the Gender Death Gap

Be it resolved,

LINE 01: WHEREAS, The Gender Death Gap exists; and

LINE 02: WHEREAS, 92.7% of deaths in the work place are male; and

LINE 03: WHEREAS, 7.3% of deaths in the work place are female; and

LINE 04: WHEREAS, Inequality based on gender is not acceptable by
LINE 05: the ethics of the United States; now, therefore, be it

LINE 06: RESOLVED, That the Student Congress here assembled call for
LINE 07: a decrease in workplace safety regulations in female
LINE 08: dominated occupations.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Patrick Donahoe
Tabb High School
on 3/6/2020 12:18:14
Docket A: Domestic Bill 3014
A Bill to Increase the Efficiency of Wildlife Conservation

Be it enacted,

LINE 01: BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

LINE 02: SECTION 1. All registered zoos in the United States are hereby required to create a property adjacent to the zoo or near the zoo that consists of natural wilderness. These properties will be turned into Protected Wildlife Zones in which animals native to the area that are endangered are to be protected. The zones will be at least five square miles in diameter and appropriately fenced.

LINE 09: SECTION 2. A. The zoo that owns the property will be responsible for ensuring the safety of the animals in the Protected Wildlife Zones. At the zoo’s discretion, the following may be done:

LINE 13: I. An appropriate amount of animals in the region (number to be determined by National Parks Service) may be moved to the Protected Wildlife Zone

LINE 16: II. National Parks Service Rangers may be sent to ensure the security of the Protected Wildlife Zone

LINE 18: III. Tax breaks may be provided to private zoos in order to assist with the cost of the Protected Wildlife Zone

LINE 20: B. The National Parks service will review each of these Protected Wildlife Zones upon opening to ensure the animals’ needs are met and everything is in order. The National Parks Service may also at any time over-turn any of the clauses in Section 2 on a zoo by zoo basis with reasonable cause.

LINE 25: SECTION 3. The National Parks Service shall be responsible for enforcing this bill. The punishment for non-compliance with this bill shall be the closing of said zoo immediately.

LINE 28: SECTION 4. The provisions of this bill shall take effect immediately after passage with a four month grace period after passage for zoos to prepare the Protected Wildlife Zones.

LINE 31: SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative David Dorfman
Tabb High School
on 3/6/2020 13:41:39
Docket A: Virginia Resolution 3015

A Resolution to Avoid School Calendar Conflict

Be it resolved,

LINE 01: WHEREAS, Students are not getting the correct number of
LINE 02: hours of sleep each night and parents are unable to properly
LINE 03: take care of their children; and

LINE 04: WHEREAS, Chronic fatigue and stress about parent pick-up
LINE 05: cause students to lose focus and get the proper education
LINE 06: they deserve; and

LINE 07: WHEREAS, Early school starts prevent students from getting
LINE 08: the proper sleep they need; and

LINE 09: WHEREAS, Transportation is very limited with traditional work
LINE 10: hours for parents and guardians; and

LINE 11: WHEREAS, Changing schools to a two-hour later start time
LINE 12: would benefit students, families, and the community; and

LINE 13: WHEREAS, We need to do something to further students’
LINE 14: education; now, therefore, be it

LINE 15: RESOLVED, That the student congress here assembled call for
LINE 16: a change of a two-hour later start time for Virginia schools.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Adeline Lawson
Tabb High School
Docket A: Domestic Bill 4569
A Bill to Review Wildlife Conservation Laws

Be it enacted,

Line 1  Article I: The United States Congress will hereby review and revise all laws
Line 2  that protect wild animals and their habitat in order to improve
Line 3  enforcement and increase protection of these animals and their
Line 4  environments.
Line 5
Line 6  Article II: Wildlife Conservation laws are created to protect endangered
Line 7  species, their habitats, and secured continued existence. Some of these laws
Line 8  include the following: Endangered Species Act (ESA), Marine Mammal
Line 9  Protection Act (MMPA), Wild Bird Conservation Act (WBCA),
Line 10 and others.
Line 11
Line 12  Article III: The Department of Interior will oversee the
Line 13  implementation of this legislation.
Line 14
Line 15  Article IV: This bill will be enacted immediately upon passage.
Line 16
Line 17  Article V: All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby
Line 18  declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Emaryi Williams
Lakeland High School
on 3/6/2020 14:03:34
Docket A: Domestic Resolution 5015
A Resolution to Allow the Use of Persistent Organic Pollutants in Products.

Be it resolved,

Line 01: Whereas, Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are powerful contaminants
Line 02: and carcinogens; and

Line 03: Whereas, POPs contaminate the environment, getting into food and other
Line 04: products; and

Line 05: Whereas, POPs use organochlorine pesticides and are significant in
Line 06: agriculture and mosquito control which outweigh the negative health
Line 07: risks in exchange for a better quality of life;

Line 08: Therefore be it resolved that the Student Congress here assembled
Line 09: allow POPs to be used legally until safer alternative products are accessible.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Margaret McCarthy
Bruton High School
on 3/6/2020 14:07:19
Docket A: Domestic Bill 3016
A Bill to Alter the Regulations of the Food and Drug Administration in Terms of Medicine

Be it enacted,

LINE 01: BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

LINE 02: SECTION 1. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will hereby
LINE 03: alter its regulations to lower the price of medicine,
LINE 04: therefore making it affordable for the entire population
LINE 05: of the United States.

LINE 06: SECTION 2. A. All medication approved by the FDA will be set
LINE 07: to a maximum price of fifteen dollars per two weeks of
LINE 08: dosage for medication taken two months or less per year,
LINE 09: and ten dollars per two weeks of dosage for medication
LINE 10: taken for more than two months per year.

LINE 11: B. The following medications shall be exempt from this bill:
LINE 12: I. Myalept
LINE 13: II. Actimmune
LINE 14: III. Mavenclad
LINE 15: IV. Chenodal
LINE 16: V. Any medication with a production cost above four standard
LINE 17: deviations from the average cost of medicine in the U.S.

LINE 18: C. Any production costs not covered by the amounts of money
LINE 19: stated in Section 2 shall be paid by the following: 30% FDA,
LINE 20: 30% World Health Organization funds, 40% company producing
LINE 21: said medication. Additionally, any private company losing
LINE 22: money as a result of this bill will be given sufficient tax
LINE 23: breaks by the federal government of the United States.

LINE 24: SECTION 3. The FDA shall be responsible for enforcing the
LINE 25: provisions of this bill.

LINE 26: SECTION 4. The provisions of this bill shall take effect
LINE 27: two months after passage.

LINE 28: SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are
LINE 29: hereby declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Kyle Ray
Tabb High School
on 3/6/2020 14:08:21
Docket A: International Resolution 3364
A Resolution to Salvage the Visiting Forces Agreement with the Philippines

Be it resolved,

Line 01: WHEREAS, The termination of the VFA now puts at risk a number of U.S
Line 02: military activities carried out with the Philippines; and
Line 03:
Line 04:
Line 06: does not cover the status of U.S military and civilian personnel; and
Line 07:
Line 08:
Line 09: WHEREAS, The absence of the VFA between the United States and the
Line 10: Philippines puts at risk all bilateral exercises and engagements held
Line 11: in the Philippines; now, therefore be it
Line 12:
Line 13:
Line 14: RESOLVED, By the Student Congress here assembled, that the United States
Line 15: government will salvage the VFA before it is officially cancelled in
Line 16: order to maintain U.S.-Philippine relations with the understanding
Line 17: that the VFA is subject to revision and reform. This legislation, be
Line 18: it enacted, will be executed immediately.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Shaleah Tolliver
Lakeland High School
on 3/6/2020 14:08:44
Docket A: Domestic Resolution 0314
Resolution to Preserve the Life of all Pollinator Bees in the United States

Be it resolved,

Line 01: Be it Resolved:
Line 02: WHEREAS, eight species of pollinating bees have been
Line 03: declared on the endangered species list by the
Line 04: United States government, and;
Line 05:
Line 06: WHEREAS, pollinating bees are important to our
Line 07: environment and help pollinate flowers and plants, and;
Line 08:
Line 09: WHEREAS, bees have been vulnerable due to
Line 10: the exposure to pesticides and the effects
Line 11: of Climate Change
Line 12:
Line 13: THEREFORE, be it RESOLVED,
Line 14: that the student congress assembled here today
Line 15: pass this resolution to preserve the life of all
Line 16: pollinator bee species in the United States.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Ian Keen
Brookville High School
on 3/6/2020 14:51:16
Docket A: International Resolution 8008

Resolution to Call Upon the United Nations to Provide More Aid and Attention to Reform the Bolivian Prison System

Be it resolved,

Line 01: Be it resolved here today in this chamber,
Line 02: WHEREAS around 70 percent of all Bolivians in detention have not been convicted of a crime,
Line 04: WHEREAS Extended pretrial detention and trial delays overcrowd prisons and lead to poor and inhumane conditions,
Line 06: WHEREAS by mid-2018, more than 16,000 inmates were packed into prisons built to hold a maximum of around 5,000,
Line 08: BE IT RESOLVED, by the student congress assembled here today we call upon the U.N in order to provide more aid and attention to reform the Bolivian prison system.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Nicholas Gimbert
Brookville High School
on 3/6/2020 14:53:37
Docket A: International Bill 3514
A Bill to Better Train Afghanistan’s Military

Be it enacted,

Line 01: SECTION 1. The United States Military shall make extensive training courses in Afghanistan to assist its military to better defend against terrorism.

Line 02: SECTION 2. These training courses will teach Afghanistan’s military the several military tactics along with basic combat training to defend against terrorist organizations without the direct help of American troops.

Line 03: SECTION 3. The U.S. Department of Defense will oversee this plan as they have with other countries and can decide to extend the time period of this plan if they deem it necessary to do so.

Line 04: SECTION 4. This plan shall be implemented immediately upon its passage and last for a minimum of one year.

Line 05: SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Senator Spencer Dobbins
Thomas Jefferson High School
on 3/6/2020 20:05:18
Docket A: Virginia Bill 1703
A Bill to Better The Use of Public Utility Quality Control

Be it enacted,

Line 01: BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
Line 02:
Line 03: SECTION 1. The State Corporation Commission shall allow the accommodation of
Line 04:
Line 05: the public to be able to use public utilities.
Line 06:
Line 07: SECTION 2. A small water or sewer utility shall be required to furnish reasonably
Line 08:
Line 09: adequate services and facilities, subject to the regulation of the Commission.
Line 10:
Line 11: SECTION 3. The Department of Public Utilities Commission will regulate the rates
Line 12:
Line 13: of services of a public utility and charge what deems to be necessary.
Line 14:
Line 15: Brings in money for better public utility usage. Broken equipment will be replaced.
Line 16:
Line 17: Charges can be made by any small water or sewer utility against anyone who is
Line 18:
Line 19: using the service.
Line 20:
Line 21: SECTION 4. This plan shall be implemented immediately upon its passage and be
Line 22:
Line 23: used once every 12 months.
Line 24:
Line 25: SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and
Line 26:
Line 27: void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Misk Farouk
Thomas Jefferson High School
on 3/6/2020 20:05:48
Docket A: Domestic Bill 6890
Runoff Buffer Act

Be it enacted,

A Bill that requires Farm Owners to
Buffer any fields that belong to them and are being fertilized on an industrial scale.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:
SECTION 1. This policy states that farms must provide a buffer around the border of fields being fertilized on an industrial scale.
SECTION 2. A buffer is a strip of perennial vegetation or clear soil that would dampen runoff from large farms. It, in this case, is to be a minimum of 20 feet wide, and must be unfertilized, to maximize absorption.
SECTION 3. This will be enforced by the EPA bill along with the specific enforcement mechanism. Legal actions will be taken against all persons who have violated this in order to enforce this, ultimately forcing them to pay for damages, through order of a judge.
SECTION 4. This would be put into effect on July 1st, 2020. Notices will be given on April 1st, 2020, in order to give citizens responsible for farm land a time frame to implement measures onto their property.
SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by Luke Day

Respectfully Submitted By:
Senator Luke Day
Thomas Jefferson
on 3/6/2020 21:54:45
Docket A: International Resolution 3364
A Resolution to Salvage the Visiting Forces Agreement with the Philippines

Be it resolved,

Line 01: WHEREAS, The termination of the VFA now puts at risk a number of U.S
Line 02: military activities carried out with the Philippines; and
Line 03:
Line 04:
Line 06: does not cover the status of U.S military and civilian personnel; and
Line 07:
Line 08:
Line 09: WHEREAS, The absence of the VFA between the United States and the
Line 10: Philippines puts at risk all bilateral exercises and engagements held
Line 11: in the Philippines; now, therefore be it
Line 12:
Line 13:
Line 14: RESOLVED, By the Student Congress here assembled, that the United States
Line 15: government will salvage the VFA before it is officially cancelled in
Line 16: order to maintain U.S.-Philippine relations with the understanding
Line 17: that the VFA is subject to revision and reform. This legislation, be
Line 18: it enacted, will be executed immediately.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Shaleah Tolliver
Lakeland High School
on 3/6/2020 21:56:13
Docket A: Virginia Bill 1738
A Bill to Ensure All Students Attend School

Be it enacted,

Line 01: BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

Line 02: SECTION 1. Whereas students that have had petitions filed against them will be

Line 03: able to return to school until their scheduled court date.

Line 04: SECTION 2. Students who have had a petition filed against them outside of school

Line 05: will be able to return to the school in which they attend, until the court date in

Line 06: question. Where depending on the charges filed, the student will be or not be

Line 07: allowed to go back to school.

Line 08: SECTION 3. The Virginia Department of Education will enforce the bill by keeping

Line 09: track of the number of days students who have petitions filed against them in a

Line 10: court of law go to school. Making sure he/she goes to school until said court date.

Line 11: SECTION 4. This bill will be effective next school year 2020 - 2021.

Line 12: SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and

void.


Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Lux Aghomo
Thomas Jefferson Highschool
Docket A: International Resolution 4341
A Resolution To Reform US Relations with Bolivia

Be it resolved,

Line00: Be It Resolved
Line01: The United States ought to re-establish economic relations
Line02: with Bolivia in order to patch economic faults caused by
Line03: the lack of representation in the Bolivian government.
Line04: Proposed, the United States mends relations with Bolivia by
Line05: attempting to restructure the political climate. Sending a
Line06: diplomat to Bolivia will provide a substantial platform for
Line07: the United States to not only benefit from the development of
Line08: economic status, but also the development of diplomatic
Line09: relations. The proposed legislation is understood to require
Line10: no monetary expenditure, thus disallowing any question in
Line11: terms of the allocation of funding.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Senator Joshua Robinson
Thomas Jefferson High School
on 3/6/2020 23:40:31
Docket B: Economic Bill 1031
A Bill to Terminate Corporate Consolidation to Increase Competition Between Corporations

Be it enacted,

Line 01: Be it enacted by the congress and house present that all examples of corporate consolidation shall be dissolved, forming the original companies that were merged and assimilated.

Line 04: Section 1  Corporate consolidation shall be made illegal henceforth, as corporations that contain multitudes of sub-companies shall be dissolved. Additionally, large companies will be monitored and investigated to prevent future consolidation.

Line 08: Section 2. Corporate consolidation or amalgamation for all intents and purposes is defined as the process by which a collection of smaller companies is merged together into fewer larger ones.

Line 11: Section 3. The enforcement of this bill will be overseen entirely by the Federal Trade Commission.

Line 13: Section 4. The law shall be implemented on the 1st of July, 2021, and it will remain in service for the foreseeable future.

Line 15: Section 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Senator Mateo Cherry
Thomas Jefferson
on 3/6/2020 19:39:08
Super Session: Virginia Bill 5017
A bill to make "Virginia Code" the official language of the Commonwealth

Be it enacted,

Line 01: SECTION 1: The General Assembly will amend the Virginia Code
Line 02: to establish a new language called "Virginia Code," which will be
Line 03: the exclusive language of business, government, and education
Line 04: in the Commonwealth.

Line 05: SECTION 2:

Line 06: (a) "Virginia Code" is to be formed by adding "va" or "vav" after
Line 07: the stressed syllable or syllable in any English word.

Line 08: (b) For example, the previous section would read: "Virgin-VAV-ia
Line 09: Code-VA is-VA to-VA be-VA formed-VA by-VA add-VAV-ing 'va-VA'
Line 10: or-VA 'vav-VA' aft-VAV-er the-VA stressed-VA syl-VA-lable or-VA
Line 11: syl-VA-lables in-VA an-VAV-y Eng-VA-lish word-VA.

Line 12: SECTION 3:

Line 13: (a) The provisions of this bill are to be implemented and enforced
Line 14: by Snoop Dogg.

Line 15: (b) Fo' shizzle!

Line 16: SECTION 4: This bill will take effect on February 30, 2021.

Line 17: SECTION 5: All laws in conflict with this legislation are probably
Line 18: wise and sensible.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Representative Bruton High School Debate Team
Bruton High School
on 3/6/2020 16:35:53